
 Teddy: Blender pen - IG1- IG2- IG3- PPI          Dress: PP1- PP3- PP5
Balloon and hearts on bag: CR10- DR5- DR7          Flowers: PP1- PP3- PP5

Leaves: CG1- CG3          Envelope: BT1- BT3          Shadows background: GG1- GG2
Paws: PP1- PP3- PP5

Mulberry Wood Sweet Love
Spectrum Noir Colouring Guide

Step 1:

 Colouring a white teddy or object -
to start with, go over the teddy’s face, arms 
and legs with your blender pen. Then, using 
your lightest  colour  work from the outside 

of  the teddy’s face, leaving an area free 
from colour in the centre. Colour the rest of 
the image in your lightest shades. To colour 
the bag, you will only need to add colour to 
the parts in shadow - in the image above, 
the light is coming from the right so the 

shadow will be on the left hand side.

Step 2:

Add you middle and darkest shades of each 
colour to each area. The balloon shows  

roughly how much of each colour has been 
used.

(TIP) If you go outside the lines
 dont worry - your blender pen will remove 

excess colour for you! Red is one of the 
hardest colours to remove but if you use the 

blender pen with it while it is still wet, it 
will remove the colour - use the chisel end 
of the pen to push the colour back within 

the lines
(TIP) If the colour is stubborn, don’t keep 

trying to remove the colour - you will flood 
the area and will cause the colours to bleed 
even more. Let the ink dry completely and 

then try pushing it back again until the 
colour has been removed.

Step 3:

 Working with your middle and lightest 
shades, blend out the lines until you get a 
smooth blend on all your colours. Go over 
the teddy’s face, arms and legs with the 
chisel end of the blender pen to smooth 

out all the lines. This will lighten the image 
but still give you shape and dimension. To 

add a shadow, use GG1 to go all around the 
outside edge of the image.

Step 4:

To make the teddy and bag appear even 
more white add a darker shade to the 

background. In the image above, GG2 has 
been added to the left-hand side of the 

balloon, each side of the teddy’s arms and 
along the ground under the teddy and bag. 

Blend out the lines with GG1 to make the 
white ‘pop’.


